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Second “Conversation with a Cop” of the semester next week
Anna Barrett, News Editor
Sep 30, 2022

UPD hosts "Conversation with a Cop" for students and faculty to get to know UPD staff.
Photo courtesy of JSU event calendar

Jacksonville State University’s police department is hosting its second “Conversation with a Cop”
on Wednesday, Oct. 5, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the quad.
UPD Campus Relations Coordinator, Adam Green, said this is the perfect time for students and
faculty to get to know the officers and staff at UPD. He said it will be a very relaxed environment
for attendants to ask any questions or just have a conversation with the staff.
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“We will let students and faculty lead the conversation with whatever they want to know,” Green
said in an interview.
UPD is partnering with SGA and the Office of Diversity and Inclusion for this three event series.
The first of these events was Sept. 7 in the campus bookstore Green said they had a great turn out
of students, but hope to see more faculty on Wednesday.
“I’m hoping we get a few more faculty and staff at this one since it’s on the way to lunch,” he said.
There will be a UPD patrol vehicle, GEM vehicle, bicycles and a scooter at the event, according to
Green. He said there will also be a chance to meet the staff, as they will be in shifts so there is
staff to respond to any calls. This will be a great chance to meet the officer assigned to each
residence hall, according to Green.
“If they haven’t gotten a chance to meet the officer assigned to their residence hall, there’s a
good chance they will be there,” Green said.
This will be a stop-by event, stay as long as you want, according to Green. He said there will be a
variety of refreshments for attendants to enjoy.
The third and final Conversation with a Cop will be in November, more details to come.

Anna Barrett
News Editor
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Queen Elizabeth II: the connection through distance and time
Anna Gurganus, Features Editor
Sep 30, 2022

Julian Calder/Creative Commons License

It can take up to 15 hours to fly from Birmingham, Alabama to London, England. Yet connections
span across the 4,326 miles between London and Alabama, and even between London and a
small-town university like JSU.
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On Sep. 8, Queen Elizabeth II passed away after a 70-year reign of the United Kingdom. After a 10day national mourning period, the queen was given a state funeral on Sep. 19. The impact of her
life and death stretches across the seas and all over the world, including to Jacksonville,
Alabama.
According to the JSU Factbook, in the fall of 2021 there were eight students from the United
Kingdom enrolled at JSU. Efforts to speak with some of those students were unsuccessful.
However, they are not the only ones who have connections to Queen Elizabeth. In 2012 the
Marching Southerners traveled to London to lead the New Year’s Day Parade. 2012 was the year of
the queen’s Diamond Jubilee- the 60th year of her reign.
The band has traveled to play for several events over the years, including the 75th Anniversary of
the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 2016 and the World Peace Parade in Rome, Italy in 2018. Dr.
Kenneth Bodiford, the director of the Marching Southerners since 1994, said that the trip to
London sticks out in his mind as one of the best trips the band has taken.
“Ever since then… we’ve felt like we’ve had a special connection with London and the queen,”
Bodiford said.
Bodiford recalled the emotions that accompanied the unique experience.
“It was very exciting before we even left Jacksonville,” he said.
He explained that the organization that runs the parade came to JSU to present the invitation live
to the Marching Southerners. Bodiford said that it surprised but excited them that they were
asked to lead the parade.
The band stayed in London for a week, sightseeing and visiting the tourist attractions.
“Getting to see those buildings that are hundreds of years old… It was a remarkable trip for all of
the students, and I know it’s something that those people will never forget,” Bodiford said.
Though the band did not get to see the queen herself due to security reasons, Bodiford says that
it was a big celebration.
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“They couldn’t believe she had made it to 60 years, and then she ended up making it to 70,”
Bodiford said.
When news of Queen Elizabeth’s death reached Bodiford, he was saddened. A few days later, as
he watched footage of the procession with the queen’s casket, he recognized the route they were
taking.
“It was just so surreal,” Bodiford said. “The procession was going through the places where the
band performed.”
Dr. Philip Koerper, a JSU Emeritus Professor of History who specializes in British History, was also
saddened by the queen’s death. Not only is he an expert on the subject, but he remembers when
Queen Elizabeth was crowned in 1953. He was 12 years old at the time and listened to the
coronation on the radio. He explained that in those days they described things on the radio in
much greater detail, because not everyone had television.
“I could just see the horses and the carriages and the buildings and stuff in my mind,” said
Koerper.
When he was able to go see it in person for the first time, Koerper says that it was exactly like he
had pictured it.
Koerper described the queen as a beautiful woman and loved by everyone. JSU professor Dr. Mark
Shiuchetti, who lived in Oxford, England for nine months in 2011, made a similar observation. He
said that everyone in Oxford admired her.
Shiuchetti was a foreign exchange student at the time, studying history at Regent’s Park College at
Oxford University.
“That was probably my best experience as an undergrad student,” Shiuchetti said.
Shiuchetti mentioned several cultural differences that he noticed during his time in Oxford. He
talked about Oxford’s easier access to transportation, different styles of higher-level education,
healthier foods, and larger emphasis on recycling.
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Another difference Shiuchetti discussed was that they had a lot more celebrations than the
United States, and that they all in some way honor the queen. He found it hard to escape her
presence as she was on the currency and her picture even hung in a lot of the pubs.
“She’s always present, and I think people, whether they dislike the idea of monarchy or not, they
did have a respect for her and her position, Shiuchetti said.
According to Shiuchettti, another cultural difference was the homelessness in Oxford. While there
was a lot of homeless people, they never begged or asked for anything like you see in other
places around the world. He attributed this largely to the Queen, as charities she established
provided food, shelter and help to those in need.
In reference to Queen Elizabeth’s death, Shiuchetti said that it was sad because she was known
across several generations.
“That’s a commonality everybody has, and now we’ve lost that commonality… it’s not something
we share through time,” Shiuchetti said.
Now that we have lost that commonality, her son King Charles has taken the throne.
According to Koerper, when the queen was alive, she had tea with the prime minister once a week
to discuss politics. By doing this, Queen Elizabeth was able to influence changes to be made by
the government, while staying nonpolitical. This means that she never told whether she agreed or
disagreed with the prime minister, and Koeper said that King Charles will continue this tradition.
Koerper said that this change in the monarchy should not have a great effect on the United
States. Still, Queen Elizabeth’s death is very significant to many parts of the world.
Not only was Queen Elizabeth the head of Great Britain, but she was also the head of the
commonwealth, which includes 55 nations. Koerper said that this amounts to 2.5 billion people.
“I think it’s nice that they’re having an outpouring of affection now, because she held that country
together for 70 years,” Koerper said. “That’s remarkable in itself.”

Anna Gurganus
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Marching Southerners among first to prepare for EA Sports
College Football '24
By Thomas Ashworth, Editor in Chief
Sep 29, 2022

Photo courtesy of Grace Coleman

As EA Sports looks to release their first college football video game since "NCAA Football 14," the
company turned to the Marching Southerners to provide some of the first pieces of content.
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“I never thought about having a video game where the Southerners will be included,” Dr. Ken
Bodiford said. “Oftentimes with college football, the bands are never seen at halftime. It’s exciting
to know that in a video game they’ll be heard.”
EA Sports has sent audio requests to all collegiate marching bands who have football teams who
will be featured in the game, along with requests for helmet sticker designs from the football
team itself, a source within JSU athletics confirmed.
The Marching Southerners submitted many of their signature pieces, including the JSU fight song,
"Eat ‘Em Up," and "Talkin’ Out The Side Of Your Neck."
Each of the pieces sent in will serve their own purpose in the game.

Marching Southerners tunes submitted to EA Sports:
Pregame runout: JSU spellout
Team entrance: JSU fight song
Opening kickoff: Drumline cadence
First down: First down cheer
Third down: Dies Irae
Fourth down: Imperial March
Touchdown: Full JSU fight song
Field goal: Short JSU fight song
2-point conversion: First down cheer
Take away or fumble recovery: Eat ‘Em Up
Big defensive stop: Gamecock Spellout
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In between quarters: Talkin’ Out The Side Of Your Neck
Postgame: Full JSU fight song

The Marching Southerners staff also submitted “Stars Fell on Alabama,” and “The Quilting Party,”
two traditional pieces that the band performs at every game.
“I think that’s really important, especially to the older alumni, just so they can see how important
the tradition is to us,” Bodiford said. “We’re always going to include songs that the band’s been
playing since the very beginning.”
Despite many students and staff at Jacksonville State playing college football games growing up,
this edition of the game that features the Marching Southerners will look to provide more of a
game day feel for those who have been to a JSU football game.
“I played NCAA when I was growing up, but it was random, generic crowd noise or something like
that,” Dr. Jeremy Stovall said. “The band plays such an important part of the football game as well,
so to be able to hear that in the right situation is going to be cool and put a completely different
twist on the video game.”
As EA Sports looks to reboot their college football series, many are calling for the return of the
NCAA Basketball series of games, which has not had an edition since NCAA Basketball 10 was
released on November 17, 2009.
With HardCorps, the JSU basketball pep band, being another standout musical group that
supports JSU athletics, Stovall, who directs the group, said he would love to try and have the pep
band involved.
"I think that'd be great if they could do something like that, maybe this is a next step," Stovall
said. "If they would do something like that, I'd jump all over the opportunity to have the pep
band involved in that as well."
With the release date of the game projected to be July of 2023, EA Sports will continue to ask for
content from the university as production goes on.
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“I don’t know how far they’re going to go with this, but especially with (artificial intelligence)
nowadays, they can really make it like a gameday experience,” Bodiford said. “I think the
possibilities are endless.”

Thomas Ashworth is The Chanticleer's editor in chief. Follow him on Twitter at @thomasashworth0.

Thomas Ashworth
Editor in Chief
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Jacksonville State's men's basketball releases 2022-2023 season
schedule
Reed Williams, Correspondent
Sep 29, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Basketball
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State is coming fresh off a year that saw the Gamecocks capture a regular season
conference title in the ASUN, and a trip to the NCAA tournament for just the second time in school
history. Today, the JSU faithful got their glimpse of the upcoming season with the release of
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Jacksonville State’s new basketball schedule for the approaching campaign.
The Gamecocks schedule sees a wide variety of good teams spread across the country. To go
along with these various matchups, there are a few notable Division 1 games for Jacksonville State
to build their resume on this year.
The Gamecocks will go head-to-head with the likes of the University of Alabama, November 18th,
marking the third straight year JSU will travel to Tuscaloosa to face the Tide. Other notable
Division 1 games on the schedule include the Utah Utes, December 3rd, and the New Mexico
Lobos, November 25th.
Jacksonville State will face-off against New Mexico in Albuquerque, NM, as the first game of the
Lobo Classic Invitational in late November. The action-packed weekend will feature JSU taking on
the host team, New Mexico, as well as Northern Colorado, November 26th, and North Dakota
State, November 27th.
The Gamecocks finished last season with an even, 8-8, record in non-conference games, and a
weekend in New Mexico could be just what JSU needs to improve that record this season. The
Jacksonville State basketball team is scheduled to play 14 non-conference games this season.
There is no shortage of conference play nonetheless. Jacksonville State will see their fair share of
ASUN opponents this season, as conference play fills up the last 18 games on the schedule. JSU
will have some time with their rivals as well, the December 3rd game against North Alabama
marks the start of the conference games for the Gamecocks. Jacksonville State will also have their
sights set on Liberty, January 5th and February 18th, a team that won 3 regular season conference
championships in a row before JSU ended their streak last season.
With the departure of the team’s two leading scorers from last season, Darian Adams and Jalen
Gibbs, the Gamecocks hope for continued production from the rest of their squad. They will have
to continue to work as a team on both the offensive and defensive sides of the court with old and
new faces alike. If the team wishes to repeat as conference champions, they now know who,
when, and where they have to get through.
The Gamecocks season will unofficially begin on November 3rd, with an exhibition game against
Auburn-Montgomery at Pete Mathews Coliseum. The official start of the season will come on
November 7th, as JSU takes on Shorter University at home on a Monday night. With the ASUN
conference tournament falling on the first day of March of next year, the Gamecocks are in a
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position to grow as a team early in the season and find their rhythm later in the season. If one
thing is for certain, the Jacksonville State fan base would love another trip to the big dance come
March Madness.
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Madeline Ricard, Correspondent
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The Houston Cole Library, a building dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge and individual
success, celebrated its 50th birthday on Tuesday.
The Houston Cole Library was constructed in 1972 and named after former president Dr. Houston
Cole. According to the JSU website, JSU’s beloved library can be seen from almost 10 miles away
and maintains the title of tallest academic building in the state of Alabama. The library is home
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to 1.5 million volumes and over 150 databases.
According to John-Bauer Graham, the Dean of Library Services, the Houston Cole Library’s sole
purpose is the pursuit of knowledge.
“There’s no place on campus that’s more inclusive than the library,” Graham said. “You’re free to
explore. You’re free to pursue knowledge.”
In staying true to the pursuit of knowledge, the Houston Cole Library offers many resources for
students, faculty, and the public.
According to Arlene Brothers, an Adult Learner Success Coach, the Student Success Center is a
newer addition to the library. Brothers said that since its conception in 2020, the Success Center
offers a place to study, tutoring and free printing.
In addition, every academic floor of the library offers a subject specialist, according to Business
and Social Sciences Librarian Kim Westbrooks. On each of these floors, you can find a librarian
trained to find information and guide students concerning any subject, according to Westbrooks.
According to Graham, the library remains one of the most impactful buildings on campus.
“A university is simply a collection of buildings that surround a library,” said Graham. “You have to
have us to be what we are.”
In order to celebrate the Houston Cole Library, JSU threw a tailgate party Tuesday afternoon. The
party attracted both students and faculty members. Free hotdogs, chips, and sodas were provided
along with a massive cake decorated to be a replica of the library.
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Get to know your SGA President
Anna Gurganus, Features Editor
Sep 27, 2022

Jewelishia Johnson
Courtesy of Matt Reynolds/JSU

When people hear Jewelishia Johnson’s story, they can’t believe how successful she has become.
The JSU senior has looked past childhood obstacles and the death of her father to attain a
number of leadership positions on campus, including the role of SGA President.
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Johnson grew up in Birmingham, Alabama. Her ambition was proved long before college when she
took an opportunity to move to New York and graduated from Ballston Spa High School with a
Regents diploma.
“I love Alabama, but… there’s so much out there to see, and so I’m all about traveling and seeing
it,” Johnson said.

About Jewelishia Johnson
Hobbies: Fashion, modeling, acting
Employment: Texas Roadhouse
Pet: Dog named Lucas
Family: 10 siblings
Style: Anything girly and prissy

Though Johnson originally intended to apply to Jackson State, she accidentally applied to
Jacksonville State. When she realized JSU was in Alabama and near her hometown, she decided to
give it a try and has been in love with the school ever since.
“It’s the Gamecock Orientation that got me,” Johnson said.
When she was younger, Johnson had dreams of being a comedian. As of a few weeks ago, she was
a secondary education major. Now she has changed to integrated studies. She plans to go back to
school for a master’s degree in clinical psychology and one day become a therapist.
“I feel like it’s never too late to decide on what you want to do,” Johnson said.
Johnson has been very involved since she came to JSU. She started with Freshman Forum which
helped her make connections to other organizations and leadership opportunities. Her junior
year she decided to run for the SGA Vice President of Public Relations, and she won. She enjoyed
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this new position, and it opened her eyes to the needs of the student body.
“I felt like we also needed somebody who wasn’t afraid to step on toes or ask those hard
questions,” Johnson said.
Though she wasn’t sure if she wanted to run for SGA President at first, she prayed about it and
when the thought stayed on her mind, she decided to give it a try. Now she is glad she took that
step and listened to her intuition.
Johnson and the rest of the SGA are working to make the school bigger, bolder and better. Four
out of five of the SGA officers have held an SGA position in the past. According to Johnson, the
team is looking at last year, which they considered to be a “pretty good year” and are trying to
improve it. They are focusing on the small issues that people do not really think about, but that
matter. Their goal is to make JSU a home.
Johnson encourages JSU students to bring any questions or concerns to the attention of the SGA.
“We want everybody to feel at home, so if there is something that is not right or you don’t like or
you want to change, just let us know, and if it is something that we can change and we can do,
then we will try to do it,” said Johnson. “The student senate is a very powerful thing.”
She also encourages students to be active on campus.
“It’s a lot easier to make change when you’re involved,” Johnson said.
Even through the hard times, Johnson said that her activities and her involvement at JSU is what
has kept her going.
“To even be in college is a blessing for me, and so the fact that I’m here and I’m able to do all
these things… it’s amazing,” Johnson said.

Anna Gurganus
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JSU men's golf finishes 11th, while women's golf places fifth in
their second tournaments of the season
Jo Mayo, Correspondent
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Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Women's Golf
By the Chanticleer

On September 26th and 27th, the Gamecocks golf team competed in their second tournament of
the season. The men were on their home course in Glencoe, hosting the GMAC Invitational at the
Silver Lakes golf course. The women found themselves farther away at the APSU Intercollegiate
Invitational in Clarksville, Tennessee. The finals resulted in the women coming in fifth out of ten
teams, while the men placed 11th out of 20 total teams.
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The men’s golf team had an advantage as they played on their home course. They also had just
come off of a first-place win during the Golfweek Fall Challenge in South Carolina. This week’s
results were vastly different as the only team they beat completely was USC Upstate.
The Gamecocks, playing as a team, finished 71 over par bringing their position down from the
previous tournament. Their first round score was a 310, the second was better with a 307, and
their final round score was a 318, bringing their total through the tournament to a 935.
Junior Erik Jansson was the leading player for JSU with a score of 76, good enough for just four
over par in the invitational. Right behind him in the leaderboards was sophomore Ryley Heath,
who put up 239 in the second round.
Redshirt freshman Ricardo Matho played as an individual for Jacksonville State in the
tournament. In his three rounds he secured a score of 77, 83, and 79, bringing his individual total
to 239, 11th place overall. Matho, along with senior teammate Ross Napier, were two of eight
people who got an eagle on a hole in the tournament’s duration.
The Lady Gamecocks in Tennessee finished fifth in their respective tournament, beating the likes
of Bellarmine and Tennessee Tech. Their top five finish was a significant improvement from their
Golfweek Challenge placement, as they got 11th place in the mid-September showing.
Sophomore Paula Perez Cubinas led the Gamecocks in their team match with an individual score
of 78, 79, and 76 in her three rounds. Her 233 total points in the invitational placed her in the top
ten, the first time she has done this in her JSU career. Close behind her was graduate teammate
Claire Vermette with a 238 total.
The JSU women managed to score a total of 957 combined points as a team, and was good enough
to come in fourth place in birdies and pars in the tournament. The team rallied up 18 birdies and
134 pars in the three round event, with every single JSU golfer getting more than one birdie.
The women’s next meet will not start until Monday, October 17, at The Southern Tournament in
Savannah, Georgia. However, the men will return to play on October 3rd and 4th, at the Georgia
State Invitational in Duluth, Georgia.
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Gamecocks looking forward to revenge against Kennesaw State
Pacey Strickland, Correspondent
Sep 27, 2022

Courtesy of Pacey Strickland
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State’s head football coach Rich Rodriguez talked to the media Tuesday regarding his
team’s big win over Nicholls State this past weekend. Jacksonville State used an outstanding first
half to carry them to a 52-21 road win in Thibodaux, Louisiana.
“I thought our guys handled the trip well,” Rodriguez said. “Our guys were pretty focused, but we
didn’t play great at times on defense and on special teams. So, we let a few things happen that
shouldn’t have.”
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Coach Rodriguez spoke about the team's upcoming matchup with Kennesaw State, who took
down the Gamecocks last year. This game will be the second time JSU has faced off against the
vaunted triple option offense this season, with the first time coming against the Davidson
Wildcats.
“They’re a little more athletic than Davidson,” Rodriguez said. “They run similar stuff, but they’ll
(Kennesaw State) challenge you a little more with formations.”
Rodriguez also spoke about the health of the offensive line, specifically Senior captain, and
starting center, Zack Cangelosi who has been out since the first game of the season. .
“We’re probably banged up on the o-line a lot more than we need to be,” Rodriguez said. “Trey
Brown is banged up, Magic (Ye’Majesty Sanders) is banged up, but Cangelosi is coming back.”.
Sophomore Kicker Alen Karajic, who was just recently named ASUN special teams player of the
week, and redshirt Senior linebacker Markail Benton, both spoke at the press conference. Head
coach Rich Rodriguez raved about the two players' abilities on the field before they spoke.
“AK (Alen Karajic) has had touchbacks kicking from the 20, he’s got a super leg,” Rodriguez said.
“Markail has been a really good player for his whole career, and he’s a guy that has an
opportunity to play at the next level.”
Markail Benton spoke about his team’s readiness to play against Kennesaw State this weekend,
and how he remembers the last time the two teams faced off.
“We’ve faced a triple option team already this year, so I feel like as a defense we will be ready,”
Benton said. “Last time we played these guys it was a 31-6 loss, and I still have a bad taste in my
mouth from that game.”
The Jacksonville State Gamecocks will host the Kennesaw State Owls this Saturday, October 1st, at
Burgess-Snow Field. This will be JSU’s first ASUN matchup this season, and just their second true
home game of the season as well. The game is scheduled to kick off at 1 p.m. CT, and will air live
on ESPN+.
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Gamecocks march into Louisiana, stampede over Nicholls State
Eveline Murray-Baker, Correspondent
Sep 25, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Football
By the Chanticleer

On Saturday, September 24th, the Jacksonville State Gamecocks dominated the Nicholls State
Colonels, at John L. Guidry Stadium in Thibodaux, Louisiana. The Gamecocks went into the game
looking to rebound from last weekend's disappointing loss to Tulsa, and they did just that by
decimating Nicholls, 52-21.
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To start the game off the Gamecocks won the coin toss, and chose to receive the ball at the start
of the second half, giving the ball to Nicholls offense first. Redshirt junior safety Kolbi Fuqua
intercepted a pass for JSU, which allowed them to score a touchdown on their first possession of
the game. The short touchdown for Jacksonville State brought the score to 7-0, early in the first.
Nicholls State made a quick comeback, tying up the score after a long 16-play drive. But, the
Gamecocks retaliated quickly, and finished the quarter off with a long 46-yard touchdown run
from senior running back Matt Laroche.
In the second quarter the Gamecocks once again intercepted a pass, this one via sophomore
cornerback Jamari Jemison. The turnover allowed senior quarterback Zion Webb, who got his
fourth start on the season, to connect with sophomore tight end Sean Brown for a massive 76yard touchdown.
The score, which brought JSU’s lead to 21-7, was just the start of the second quarter domination
for the Gamecocks over the Colonels. The football team went on to score two more impressive
touchdowns before the half came to a close, allowing just one Nicholls State touchdown over
that same stretch. The second quarter ended with a score of 35-14 in favor of Jacksonville State.
In the 3rd quarter JSU completely manhandled the Colonels with an impressive showing from Zion
Webb. In the quarter Webb connected with the Gamecocks leading receiver, Sterling Gablan, for a
huge 70-yard touchdown. On the very next possession, Webb took the ball in his own hands, and
rushed for an impressive 28-yard touchdown, bringing the score to 49-14.
Near the end of the third quarter JSU brought in their backups, subbing in quarterback Aaron
McLaughlin, and the rest of the second units for both sides of the ball. The Gamecocks finished
the game with a 46-yard field-goal from kicker Alen Karajic who split the uprights and ballooned
the score of the game to 52-14 at the end of the third quarter.
Jacksonville State would allow a measly touchdown run from Nicholls midway through the
quarter. The touchdown would not affect JSU, as they finished the night with an impressive win,
52-21, bouncing back from last Saturday’s loss.
The Gamecocks were led on the offensive end by Zion Webb, who shutdown any speculation of
who the starting quarterback should be. The veteran quarterback finished the game going 9-11 for
252 yards and two passing touchdowns. Webb also led the way for JSU on the ground, as he tallied
seven carries for 79 yards and two rushing touchdowns.
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The Jacksonville State Gamecocks will finally return home next weekend, facing off against ASUN
rival, Kennesaw State, on Saturday, October 1st 2022 at 1 p.m. CT. The game will be the start of
JSU’s final ASUN conference games, as they move to Conference USA and Division 1 next year.
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JSU hits record enrollment once again
Huliah Lavender, Correspondent
Sep 25, 2022

JSU reported its largest ever freshman class at 1,941 students on Tuesday, according to Jessica
Wiggins, Associate Vice President of Enrollment Management.
In 2021, the University reported its largest-ever enrollment, at 9,540 students for the fall term, and
its largest-ever freshmen class at 1,818. Beginning fall 2022 another big freshman class has arrived
which brings the student body total to 9,633, according to JSU’s social media.
With JSU’s 2021 housing shortage (more information here), they accepted more students this year.
Admissions accepted 9,888 first-time freshmen for fall 2022, according to Messer.
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When asked if JSU would be prepared for another housing shortage, Brooke Lyon, the Director of
Housing Operations said they would be to the best of their ability.
“Our housing occupancy was higher in 2022 than 2021. Our demand was higher for the second
year in a row, and we have added more housing options to meet the demand to the best of our
ability,” Lyon said via email.
Current students are adapting to the overflow of the student body. Housing made a decision to
change three of the dormitories on campus. Logan Hall (all female) and Patterson Hall (all male)
are now Co-ed. Lastly, Sparkman Hall, originally upperclassmen, is now available to freshmen.
When asked why the university decides to accept more students than there’s space for, Emily
Messer, Vice President of Enrollment Management, said people are interested to come here.
“JSU received the most applications for admission from first time freshmen ever in school history
which confirms that more students are interested in attending JSU,” Messer responded via email.
As years continue, JSU could experience yet another surge in their enrollment. JSU could have an
even larger freshman class next year, according to Wiggins. The admissions office received 10,522
first-time freshman applications for fall 2021. This was less than what was received for the 2022
school year,12,604, according to statistics provided by Wiggins.
With the university gaining more attention, it makes way for more problems to arise. However,
when asked if JSU would be prepared to seat all freshmen in their needed courses, Emily Messer
said they were.
“All departments worked diligently over the summer to prepare for this record freshman class
including adding additional courses and providing additional housing options,” Messer said.
JSU continues to improve spacing for their record enrollments. For future enrollment surges, the
university should be overly prepared because of the work put in from university departments,
according to Messer. Students like Brynn Willis, first year nursing major, are comforted by knowing
the university is working so hard to help.
“I feel like there is enough space for me on campus, everyone here is friendly which has made my
time here so far a great experience!” said Willis.
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Jacksonville State's Cross Country continues solid season,
performs exceptionally well at Queen City Invite
Reed Williams, Correspondent
Sep 24, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Track & Field
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State’s cross country trekked out to Charlotte, North Carolina this past Friday to
participate in the Queen City Invite. The Gamecocks have had a steady season thus far, seeing
several strong performances and personal records in both the Jacksonville State Foothills
Invitational and the North Alabama Showcase.
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Queen City is JSU’s second standard race of the season, where the men participated in the 8k run,
while the women ran the 5k. The Gamecocks saw a good number of personal record times set at
the meet, many coming from the younger runners on both teams.
Jacksonville State's men’s cross country team achieved yet another top five finish as a group.
Taking 4th place on Friday afternoon, just as they did in their home meet a few weeks ago. As a
unit the Gamecocks tallied a score of 139 points, with the team averaging a finish time of 26:17.
JSU was led by standout true freshman Jack Lowe.
Lowe has been the team’s front runner in all three meets on the year, notching just his second
collegiate 8k run under his belt in Charlotte on Friday. Though Jack Lowe did not set a new PR, he
still managed to put up a strong time of 25:41 in the race, eleven seconds off his personal record.
His time would be good enough to take 16th place in the men’s field, scoring 15 points for the JSU
team. Not only that, but Lowe’s performance in the Queen City Invite ranked 10th all time for an
individual Gamecock in 8,000 meters.
The Gamecocks women’s cross country had a great showing as well on Friday afternoon. The team
finished in 7th place overall out of 15 other college teams competing in the race. Jacksonville
State finished with a strong total of 188 points, and a sub-twenty average time finish of 19:39.
Women’s XC was led by breakout freshman Elsa Chan. The Australian native led the charge for JSU,
finishing 14th overall with 9 points going to her team. Chan also finished with an impressive 5k
time of 18:22, setting a personal record for the young runner as she improved by twelve seconds
from last weekend's meet. Her time was good enough to move her up to 7th place on Jacksonville
State’s 5k all time list.
“I’m really excited, but also nervous going into the next meet because there’s gonna be a lot of
faster teams racing.” Elsa Chan said, “I think it’ll be good practice for conference and regional
championships.”
The Queen City Invite saw a stampede of Jacksonville State runners have strong performances,
and set new personal records. The Gamecocks runners will look to keep the momentum they have
going as they head to Tallahassee, Florida on October 7th to run in the FSU XC Invitational.
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Jacksonville State thrashes North Alabama, sweeps the second
best team in the ASUN volleyball standings
Justin Travis, Sports Editor
Sep 24, 2022

Courtesy of Madeline Ricard
By the Chanticleer

The JSU volleyball team returned to action after yesterday’s strong win over Central Arkansas, and
decimated the North Alabama Lions, 3-0. The Gamecocks played stellar defense, tallying 7 blocks,
and showcased their elite hitting ability, racking up 44 total kills in the three sets.
“Tonight's win is one of the most complete matches we have played all year long.” Head volleyball
coach Todd Garvey said, “We were focused from the very start to the very end, and sometimes it
is easy to let off the gas, but tonight we did a great job of keeping our foot down.”
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Jacksonville State got off to a strong start, riding high on the momentum from Friday’s victory, the
team jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the first set. The excellent beginning for Jacksonville State
forced an early timeout, fortunately the halt in play would not slow the outstanding JSU players.
Halfway through the set North Alabama found themselves down big, 12-3, and the Gamecocks
were just starting to warm up. Piling on block after block, senior Zoe Gonzalez rejected any hopes
the Lions had of a comeback, and JSU won the set 25-9. Gonzalez finished the night with a game
high eight blocks.
“I love her defensive effort. She has been out for two weeks because of her ankle (injury), but she
is finally starting to get her vertical back and is getting healthy.” Coach Garvey said, “She’s a
dominant blocker for this team, and it showed tonight, so it was awesome to see.”
The second set was very similar to the previous one with the Gamecocks once again jumping out
to an early lead, 7-1. Senior libero Erin Carmichael hit a pair of aces in a row which forced yet
another North Alabama timeout.
As the set continued on, the Gamecocks continued to add on the points and took an 18-7 lead
halfway through the second. The atmosphere at Pete Mathews Coliseum was still electric for a
Saturday evening matchup, with the JSU faithful getting more loud after every emphatic kill.
“The crowd has been great all year, I am super impressed.” Coach Garvey said, “They have done a
great job coming out and supporting us, and it gives us that good edge.”
The Jacksonville State fans, and even players, did not have to do much to finish off the second
set, a myriad of North Alabama errors finished off the set, 25-12.
The third set opened with the Lions taking their first lead of the match, 2-1. That lead would mark
the start of the most competitive set of play for the entire match, with both teams battling to take
a substantial lead.
Star fifth-year hitter Lena Kindermann, was able to hit multiple emphatic kills which vaulted the
Gamecocks to a 13-10 lead halfway through the third.
“We just had a different mentality after yesterday, we were really focused and really dialed in.”
Kindermann said in a post-match interview, “We just tried to do anything we could do to stop
them, and had a lot of fun on the way.”
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Jacksonville State was able to maintain the three point advantage for a large part of the match,
holding a 19-16 lead before a UNA timeout. After the timeout the rest of the points in the night all
went in the Gamecocks favor, winning the third and final set 25-16.
“Today just felt like a great game honestly, we had so much energy out on the court.” Kindermann
said, “It did not even matter if we would have played more sets. If it went to four or five (sets),
which I am glad it didn’t, but we were playing such a good game that I don’t think we would have
lost.”
Saturday’s win marked JSU’s 9th sweep in just fifteen games, and advances them to a large lead in
the ASUN Conference standings. The Gamecocks will return to play next Friday, September 30th,
against Queens University of Charlotte. JSU will leave their friendly home confines to hit the road
and travel up to Charlotte, North Carolina, for their 5 p.m. CT matchup.

Justin Travis
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JSU Gamecocks open ASUN Conference play on high note, takes
down Central Arkansas with great help from superstar outsidehitter Lena Kindermann
Justin Travis, Sports Editor
Sep 23, 2022

Courtesy of Jo Mayo
By the Chanticleer

The Jacksonville State Gamecocks opened ASUN conference play on Friday evening with a
dominating win over the Central Arkansas Sugar Bears, 3-1. The Gamecocks volleyball team came
into the match hoping to bounce back from their last Saturday loss to the undefeated Auburn
Tigers, their first loss on the season.
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The standout player of the match was easily fifth-year senior Lena Kindermann. After surpassing
15,000 career kills last weekend, Kindermann came out today and added 13 more kills to her
monumental total along with the victory.
“Tonight was actually a little bit of an off-night for her, which is crazy.” Head volleyball coach Todd
Garvey said, “For her, she is capable of playing even better than that. And that shows just how
good she is, that even on her off-nights she looks that good.”
JSU dominated the first set after jumping out to an early lead in the start. Another fifth-year
senior, Katie Montgomery, led the way with fierce kill after fierce kill which ignited the JSU faithful
in attendance.
“I thought it was awesome, we have been really impressed with the crowds this year and it is
awesome to have that support.” Coach Garvey said, “Against Auburn last weekend it was unreal,
and it was another good crowd tonight, so it is great to have the community and students come
out and support us.”
The Gamecocks would pull away from UCA and never look back in the first set. with a 24-11 lead.
Senior libero Erin Carmichael, gave JSU the 25-11 score off of an amazing dig point to seal the first
set win.
The Gamecocks found themselves in a tight one in the second set. After the Sugar Bears mounted
an early lead, senior Kylee Quigley struck a pair of strong kills to turn the tables in the set. With
the score standing at 23-19, the final two points of the set would go in JSU’s favor. A kill from
redshirt-sophomore Courtney Glotzbach and another forced error for the Sugar Bears finished off
the second, 25-19.
With the hope of capturing their ninth sweep in just 14 games, the Gamecocks crumbled from the
weight of the pressure they put on themselves in the third set.
“I think we let our guard down in the second and third (set).” Coach Garvey said, “They, (UCA),
started believing they could play with us in the second, and then they did, so I think we just have
got to learn to put our foot down a little sooner.”
Faced with another early deficit from Central Arkansas in the third set, Jacksonville State was able
to pull back into the match via amazing defensive effort from Kindermann. The crowd saw
multiple diving digs from the fifth-year senior, who saved points for her team to tie the set at
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eight.
The outstanding defense from Kindermann and the team was not enough to overcome their
mistakes, as the Gamecocks continued to have error after error, The lead for Central Arkansas
ballooned up to 21-12 in the third set. JSU attempted a hard-fought comeback going on a 7-3 run,
but would ultimately come up short, 25-19.
Now with some real pressure on themselves, the Jacksonville State players looked to take home
their 13th win of the young season. The fourth set was an absolute masterclass from Lena
Kindermann, who had two kills and a block early, giving JSU a 6-4 lead before she was substituted
out.
Without the powerful veteran presence in the lineup the set became very competitive, much like
the previous two sets were. This time around Jacksonville State would play less sloppily and far
more focused, maintaining a 13-9 lead on the scoreboard.
Following a timeout from UCA, Kindermann returned to the court and continued her domination,
building the lead to 17-11 in favor of JSU. She added yet another blocked point, her fourth of the
night, and the Gamecocks found themselves holding a 24-14 lead. The fourth and final set ended
on a Sugar Bears service error, securing the match 25-14, and the game 3-1.
The JSU Gamecocks (13-1) will look to continue their excellent regular season tomorrow, Saturday,
September 24th against the North Alabama Lions (10-3). This matchup, which is set at 4 p.m. CT,
will be a good one in Pete Mathews Coliseum, as the two teams find themselves atop the ASUN
volleyball standings.

Justin Travis
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UPD Sergeant of Investigations provides safety tips for campus
Anna Barrett, News Editor
Sep 23, 2022

In the midst of the investigation of the missing runner in Memphis, TN, JSU UPD Sergeant of
Investigations Eugenia Jubenville has a list of personal safety tips for students.
The case in Memphis happened right by the University of Memphis, which makes these safety tips
relevant for JSU’s students. Jubenville wants the following list of tips to help make our campus
more aware.
1. Always be aware of your surroundings. Do not go out under the influence of alcohol or

drugs; they will impair your judgment and reactions.
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2. Let someone know where you are going and when you expect to return.

“That is very important, I’m married and I still let my mom know where I am and when I’m going
to return,” she said.
3. Walk with a friend or family member.
4. Do not go out alone at night, whether it is a familiar area or not. And do not accept rides

from strangers.
“Not only does that apply to younger kids, but it can apply to adults as well,” Jubenville said.
5. Don’t approach unknown vehicles, even if the occupants say they need directions or

assistance.
6. Avoid verbal confrontations, it could turn physical.
7. Carry only the necessities (identification, medical information, names and phone numbers

of emergency contacts, some cash and a credit card).
8. Do not display cash or any other inviting targets like jewelry.

“If you have your contact in your wallet, it makes it a lot easier to return it to you if it gets turned
in,” she said.
9. If you think someone is following you, switch directions. If it continues, go to the nearest

open store or restaurant or lighted house. Do not be afraid to yell for help.
10. Try to park in well-lit areas with good visibility and in close proximity to walkways, stores

and people.
11. Always lock your car, even if it’s in your own driveway and never leave your car running.
12. Do everything you can to keep a stranger from getting into your car or forcing you into their

car.
13. If someone tries to rob you, give it up. Whatever it is, it is not worth your life.
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“Everything is replaceable,” she said. “Your life is your own.”
14. If you are robbed or assaulted, report the crime to the police. Describe the attacker to the

best of your ability, anything helps.
15. Listen to your intuition. If something does not seem right, it probably isn’t.
16. Watch your surroundings and leave any place if you feel uncomfortable.
17. Be wary of overly-friendly strangers.
18. Never turn your back to a stranger
19. Be wary if a vehicle pulls up beside you.
20. Be alert when alone in a dark parking lot or isolated area.

On social events:
21. Go with and stay close to a friend.
22. Use prearranged signals to indicate that you need help or want to leave.
23. Do not allow drugs or alcohol to impair your judgment.
24. Watch your drinks and do not give anyone an opportunity to spike them.
25. State your personal social standards and stick to them.
26. Avoid people who make you nervous or uncomfortable.
27. Provide your own transportation when you go out alone.

“Do not eat or drink anything you take your eyes off of. Let it go,” Jubenville said.
As far as far as running outdoors, Jubenville strongly suggests the following:
Vary your route.
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Do not run on deserted streets or trails.
Do not run at dusk or at night.
Run with a partner.
Do not wear a headset, it could impair your awareness of your surroundings.
“This is a big one around campus,” Jubenville said in regards to headsets. “That is not a good idea,
please take them off. If you want to wear them, keep the volume low.”
She also encourages everybody to say something if you see something. Do so with the panic
button feature on the new Cocky Watch app, available for download in the App Store and Google
Play.

Anna Barrett
News Editor
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Faculty reading celebrating banned books is a success
Madeline Ricard, Correspondent
Sep 22, 2022

Emrys Donaldson

The first JSU faculty reading of the 2022 fall semester occurred Tuesday night and featured four
speakers, numerous poems, and readings from banned books.
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Write, Southerners!, which is a subdivision of the English department on JSU’s campus, organized
a faculty reading in honor of banned books week. This event featured professor Kimberly
Southwick, adjunct professor Seth Rhoades, professor Emrys Donaldson, and visiting instructor
Tim Lockette.
Southwick read a banned poem entitled “Silence” from poet Gennady Aygi in addition to
numerous original works. Rhoades read a handful of his own poems that are currently awaiting
publication. Donaldson read a few pages from banned book “Gender Queer” and an excerpt from
“Bread We Break.” Lockette read an original work entitled “The Lawnmower” and a student
evaluation of banned book “Speak” by Laurie Halse Anderson.
Dr. Wesley Bishop, a professor at JSU who attended the faculty reading, said he came to support
his friends, colleagues and banned books.
“I think it’s really important that we celebrate banned books,” said Bishop.
In an interview with Southwick after the reading, she mirrored Bishop’s sentiment towards
banned books. Southwick also discussed why she chose to read a poem by Aygi.
“[Aygi] writes a lot about the limitations placed upon him… in a way that I think is relatable to a
lot of people,” said Southwick. “I also very much enjoy his poetry.”
The next Write, Southerners! event will be a release reading of the “Something Else” literary
journal. This will take place in Merrill Auditorium on Sept. 28 at 3:30 p.m.
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Head coach Rich Rodriguez accepts blame for Saturday’s 54-17
loss to Tulsa, saying he felt “miserable” after the game
Pacey Strickland, Correspondent
Sep 20, 2022

Courtesy of Pacey Strickland
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State’s head football coach, Rich Rodriguez spoke to the local media on Tuesday
regarding the team’s tough loss at Tulsa this past Saturday. The Gamecocks struggled to find any
kind of rhythm on either side of the ball which led to them falling behind on the scoreboard. JSU
ultimately lost the game with a final score of 54-17.
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“We put (the game) to bed somewhat on Sunday, but we’re still doing some corrections and
getting things fixed,” Rodriguez said. “We’re finding out a lot about what we need to work on from
Saturday.”
Coach Rodriguez put a large portion of the blame for the loss on himself, and on his own
coaching staff.
“We were poorly coached and poorly executed, we’ve got a lot of work to do, starting with the
coaches.” Rodriguez said, “We’ve got to figure out more of what our guys can and can’t do. We’ve
got to do a better job of putting our guys into positions where they can make the plays.”
Rodriguez talked a lot about self evaluation after a game like Saturday's. He mentioned how he
tries to tackle every aspect of his team by evaluating their play on the film tapes. Coach
Rodriguez also talked about his overall mood after the humbling loss.
“I’m miserable. Nobody wants to talk to me, and nobody should talk to me.” Rodriguez said, “I’ve
never learned to take a loss well. I’m miserable for probably more than 24 hours really, but I try to
move on after 24 hours.”
Rodriguez also noted at the presser that he liked the way his true freshman quarterback, Te’Sean
Smoot, played in the fourth quarter of the game. Smoot, who stepped into the game late
following disappointing showings from the other two quarterbacks, led the team 65-yards down
the field in his one possession, and scrambled into the endzone for a touchdown.
“We need to see more of him, obviously he’s still learning as all of them are,” Rodriguez said.
“We've got to get him more reps in practice, he’s not ready to be the starter this week, but we
evaluate everything every week.”
Coach Rodriguez talked about Zion Webb’s limited practice time last week. Rodriguez said that
Zion would be the starter this week as long as he’s healthy and is able to participate in practice.
Coach Rodriguez also spoke about the progression of senior offensive lineman, and team captain,
Zack Cangelosi.
“He’ll be back to some degree,” Rodriguez said. “We don’t know if he’ll be back to 100% or not, but
he’ll practice.”
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Redshirt sophomore tight end Sean Brown represented the offense, while redshirt sophomore
defensive end Chris Hardie represented the defense at the press conference on Tuesday.
“Each week we want to go 1-0, that’s the ultimate goal, getting the win on Saturday.” Hardie said,
“Right now we want to turn over a new leaf and learn from our mistakes.”
“We made a lot of mistakes that we’re going to correct in the future.” Brown said, “I really don’t
see us looking back on that game too much. We’re looking to go 1-0 every week, not looking back
on how many wins and losses we have so far.”
The Jacksonville State Gamecocks will look to go 1-0 this week, as their Saturday afternoon
matchup against the Nicholls State Colonels marks the end of non-conference play for the year.
The game is set to be played at Nicholls State, which will be the Gamecocks third straight road
game, and will kickoff at 3 p.m. CST.
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JSU Football gets first taste of FBS competition, suffers
disappointing first loss of the season
Reed Williams, Correspondent
Sep 18, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Football
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State hopped on a plane to Tulsa, Oklahoma for their matchup with the Golden
Hurricane on Saturday. The undefeated JSU team, 3-0, has looked about as good as it gets to open
the 2022 season. Coming off an impressive 34-3 victory over the Murray State Racers in Kentucky
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last weekend, the Gamecocks were throttled by Tulsa on the road.
Despite such a stellar start to the year, Jacksonville State’s momentum got the best of them,
dropping this one by a lopsided final score of 54-17. There was a lot to be learned from JSU’s first
loss of the season on Saturday night. The main lesson to be learned is that the FBS level of
competition is no joke, and certainly no easy game.
Tulsa was the Gamecocks biggest test in the early season, as the Golden Hurricane are the only
FBS team slated on the Gamecocks schedule for the year. This game represents what JSU has been
building towards in recent seasons, as they march into the FBS and Conference USA play in 2023.
After winning the opening coin toss, it was a struggle for much else to fall in favor of the
Gamecocks early on. Once Jacksonville State opted to receive the ball after halftime, the Golden
Hurricane rolled their fierce offense out to start the game. Despite an early sack from redshirt
sophomore Chris Hardie, as well as another one shared by senior captains Stevonte Tullis and
Markail Benton, Tulsa put an early seven points on the board via a four-yard touchdown from
their senior running back, Steven Anderson.
The fourteen-play drive to kick off the game for the Golden Hurricane was just the start for Tulsa's
offensive and defensive units on the night. The team would proceed to not only hold Jacksonville
State scoreless in the first quarter, but also added a safety and a forty-four-yard field goal to
make it 12-0 heading into the second quarter.
As the game went on, not a whole lot changed for the Gamecocks. The second quarter spotlight
was stolen by Tulsa’s quarterback, Davis Brin who recorded his first passing touchdown on the
night along with two others before halftime. Brin was also joined by Anderson again, notching his
second rushing touchdown of the half. There was still a positive note to end the half for JSU,
sophomore kicker Alen Karajic sank a field goal from forty-six-yards out, to cut the lead at half to
40-3.
The second half saw a few sparks from Jacksonville State’s offense, but there was still no stopping
the firepower for the Golden Hurricanes on defense. The Gamecocks rallied for two rushing
touchdowns in the second half, one coming from senior quarterback Zion Webb, who started the
game on the bench for JSU. Despite the team’s efforts, they could not keep Tulsa from putting up
another two touchdowns through the air to close out the game, 54-17.
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The Gamecocks will set course to Louisiana next week, as they try to bounce back against Nicholls
next Saturday, September 24, on the road. Despite this week's setback, Jacksonville State still
played exceptionally hard beneath the wing of new head coach Rich Rodriguez. Under his
leadership the team will look to rebound next week, because that win will be a vital confidence
boost as JSU prepares for conference play the following week.
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Volleyball team's undefeated streak comes to an end, falls to
Auburn in a competitive match
Eveline Murray-Baker, Correspondent
Sep 18, 2022

Courtesy of Eveline Murray-Baker
By the Chanticleer

On Saturday, September 17th, the undefeated Jacksonville State Gamecocks faced off against the
undefeated Auburn Tigers at Pete Matthews Coliseum. JSU went into the match sitting on a 12-0
record, while Auburn was 10-0. The Gamecocks played hard against the third Power-5 opponent
they have faced in the young season. Unfortunately, Jacksonville State could not complete the
miracle comeback and lost the match in the fifth set, 3-2.
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"I think the first two sets we were a little bit timid,” JSU volleyball coach Todd Garvey said. “We
wanted to win too bad for the crowd and stuff. We weren't playing aggressively, and it showed.
The third set we got a lot more aggressive. We talked about how we (did not) care if we won. We
just have to come at them more and be more aggressive."
To start the first set off, the Gamecocks served, but the first points went to Auburn while JSU fell
behind. A timeout was called by Garvey when the score reached 15-10.
Following the timeout, fifth-year senior Lena Kindermann picked up her 15,000th kill, becoming
just the third Gamecock to achieve that mark. Jacksonville State fell 25-19 in the first set, despite
Kindermann’s milestone achievement.
Auburn hit a pair of emphatic blocks to score the first points in the second set. It seemed as if the
Gamecocks had their heads back in the game after losing the first set, and came back for the
lead. Both teams traded kills, but the Tigers scratched their way back, scoring three times in a
row. Jacksonville State could never slow down Auburn after their run, losing the second set 25-20.
Starting off the third set, the Gamecocks faced a two set deficit with the possibility of being swept
on their home floor. Auburn won the first three points of the third set, carrying over the
momentum from the previous sets.
It became clear that the JSU players were fighting much harder in the possible final set of the
match.The Tigers found themselves down five points, 21-16. Redshirt sophomore Courtney
Glotzbach hit a big kill to bring the lead to 24-19. After a long rally between the two teams, fifthyear senior Katie Montgomery struck a kill that gave JSU the third set victory, 25-19.
Set number four was almost a complete repeat of the previous set. It started with the Tigers
scoring the first points and the Gamecocks fighting right back. Auburn did manage to pull ahead
midway through, 12-9.
Jacksonville State would catch fire, and so did the hundreds of fans in attendance. The crowd
was going wild after every JSU kill. The efforts from graduate player Claire Ochs, and senior Erin
Carmichael, highlighted the end of the set. Using their energy the Gamecocks pulled ahead late to
win the highly competitive set, 25-23.
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The fifth and final set started with the Tigers scoring first, but the Gamecocks tied it back up,
feeding off of the crowd’s energy. The last set was back-and-forth, a common theme in this game.
Just before the two teams switched sides at the halfway point in the set, the Gamecocks found
themselves ahead by just one point, 8-7.
Once the sides switched, so too did the momentum of the match. Though they fought hard the
Gamecocks lost, 15-11. The final stretch of the match saw too many errors for JSU on serves and
kills, and ultimately cost them their undefeated streak.
“We wish everyone had been healthy so we could have been clicking on all cylinders tonight.”
Coach Garvey said, “But, you (have) got to give Auburn credit too, they played extremely well and
deserved the win tonight.”
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Gamecocks Cross Country competes in the North Alabama
Showcase
Jo Mayo, Correspondent
Sep 16, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Track & Field
By the Chanticleer

On Friday, September 16, Jacksonville State’s men’s and women’s cross country teams traveled up
to Huntsville, Alabama to compete in the North Alabama Showcase. Coming off of their last meet,
which saw both of JSU’s teams place fourth and fifth respectively, the Gamecocks went into
Huntsville with individual improvements on their mind.
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For the women's 5k, or 5000-meter run, the Gamecocks finished in 28th out of 39 overall groups.
They were able to beat teams such as Gadsden State, Alabama A&M, and Georgia State, with the
University of Alabama coming in first place. Jacksonville State's women's team average time
marked in at 19:45. A total of 383 women finished the 5k run, with 9 of them being JSU runners.
Freshman Elsa Chan was the top performer for Jacksonville State once again. She finished in 114th
place overall, with a time of 18:34.89. At the last meet, Chan led the way with a run of 14:51.80 in
the 4000 meter. It only took her an extra 3:83 to run another 1000 meters. Finishing next for JSU
was the returning sophomore Bethelhem Manzano Jimeno, in 218th place, running a 19:30.53.
Seven more Gamecocks finished the women’s leg, and featured impressive times in between 20
and 25 minutes.
The JSU men’s team competed in the showcase's 8000-meter run. The Gamecocks finished in 25th
place out of 37 total teams in the run. They managed to beat teams such as Gadsden State,
Birmingham-Southern, and close rival Troy. The University of Alabama once again came in first
place, ahead of the rest of the competition.
11 runners for Jacksonville State participated in the 8k run, with freshman Jack Lowe leading the
group once again. Lowe came in 131st place, with a time of 25:30.39. His first lap was completed
right under the five minute mark, at 4:49.9, which is very impressive. Lowe did have a mishap on
his second lap, which forced him to slow down his pace and resulted in a finish of just 9:44.60.
Lowe would drastically pick up his pace to 5:19 and 5.26 on his final two laps of the run. If he
would have kept that consistent five-minute pace throughout the entirety of the run he could
have easily finished in first place overall.
Next for JSU came Caden Meyer with a time of 26:17.35, bringing him to 174th place. Half a minute
behind him was Rodrigo Fraga Odriozola with a time of 26:40.01, good enough for 206th place.
The Gamecocks Cross Country team will travel to Charlotte, North Carolina on Friday, September
23rd, to race at the Queen City Invitational next. This will be the teams second to last meet of the
season before the big ASUN Conference Championship. The JSU teams are taking advantage of
every single meet to work hard on improving both individual and team scores.
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A celebration of Carmine Di Biase's poetry and films
Taylor Smith, Correspondent
Sep 14, 2022

JSU Digital Media Services

The Department of Music welcomes a retired professor for poetry night on Thursday in Mason
Hall.
Dr. James Woodward, associate professor of music theory, will direct a film screening and poetry
reading for Dr. Carmine Di Biase beginning at 7:30 p.m.
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Di Biase is a retired English professor, and he has been writing poems since last year. One of his
most famous works, “American Rondeau”, is a collection of multiple poems derived from
Shakespeare.
Di Biase will be reading a few of his poems at this event. The Music Department will be presenting
film adaptations of Di Biase’s poems to the public. The film adaptations include “Through
Gloucester’s Eyes”, “American Rondeau” and “Consider It Not So Deeply”.
Kimberly Willardson, editor of the Literary Magazine, The Vincent Brothers Review, is one of the
many that read “American Rondeau”. She had some thoughtful words to say about the writer and
his work.
“Di Biase’s deep background in theater enhances his poetry’s rhythmic qualities, and his
disciplined frames serve as a proscenium, widening the reader’s lens and lending a cinematic air
to his exploration of the dreamtime history of America,” said Willardson.
Woodward was in charge of making the films. He is also the director of Vintage Sweater Records
and Mason Hall Recording Studio. He has done everything from films to musicals.
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Gamecocks golf opened up season with a victory at Golfweek
College Fall Challenge
Camren Gaines, Correspondent
Sep 13, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Golf
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State men’s golf brought home first place in their 2022-2023 season opener at the
Golfweek College Fall Challenge in Pawleys Island, South Carolina, in mid-September.
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The Gamecocks had three players finish within the top 10 of the challenge according to the
tournament’s results, and the team came out 28th overall in the tournament held Sept. 9-11. With
a little rockiness on the first day, the Gamecocks swept the lead on the second day and kept that
same momentum, allowing them to win with two shots over Wright State. Over the three-day
tournament JSU had rounds of 283-275-278.
Sophomore Ryley Heath led JSU at 11 under par in his debut with the Gamecocks. The Decatur
native scored a 205, including rounds of 68-66-71, tying him in third place at the tournament.
Senior Ross Napier and junior Erik Jansson tied in seventh place. Jansson scored 70-68-71, earning
the Vasteras, Sweden, native a solid 209. While Napier, the Hartselle native, scored 70-71-68. Both
players made few mistakes, allowing them to make several plays to secure a top 10 finish.
Junior Gabriel Restrepo, of Caracas, Venezuela, scored a 214 with rounds of 76-70-68 to tie in 25th
place with three players from Samford and Presbyterian.
Rounding out the Gamecocks lineup was sophomore David Melichar, who scored 227 with rounds
of 75-74-78. The Czech Republic native tied in 62nd place with players from Temple and Samford.
The men’s golf team hopes to keep this momentum going as they enter the GMAC Invitational
against UAB on September 26-27. Hosted by UAB, the invitational will take place at Robert Trent
Jones Golf Trail – Silver Lakes Golf Course.
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Jacksonville State's football team faces a tough test this
weekend on the road against a Division 1 level opponent
Pacey Strickland, Correspondent
Sep 13, 2022

Courtesy of Pacey Strickland
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State’s head football coach, Rich Rodriguez, spoke to the media on Tuesday regarding
his team’s first true road win of the season over the Murray State Racers. The Gamecocks
dominated, particularly in the second half of the game, to win big by a score of 34-3.
“It was good to go on the road and get a win,” Rodriguez said. “There were times where we didn’t
play well or made silly mistakes, but our guys played hard and were engaged in the game. At the
end of the game we executed better.”
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Rodriguez also spoke more lightheartedly on his team being 3-0, and about everything being
better while you’re winning.
“The box lunches are better when you win, the Gatorade is cooler when you win, and the
conversations are a whole lot better when you win.”
Rodriguez still knows that the matchup with Tulsa this week will be nothing to joke about, and he
is excited for it.
“We’re playing a Division 1 team that’s (also) a bowl team. They have nine seniors starting on
defense and they’re really explosive offensively.” Rodriguez said, “We’re moving up next year, and
we’re going to play these kinds of opponents in the future, so we’ll find out a lot about where
we’re at.”
Redshirt Junior wide receiver Sterling Galban, who leads the team in receiving yards, and redshirt
Senior defensive back Yul Gowdy also attended and spoke at the press conference on Tuesday.
Rodriguez raved about both players before they were introduced to the media.
“Sterling is one of our fastest guys and he plays fast. He’s a real competitive guy and he loves
being out there.” Rodriguez said, “Yul seems to love football and loves to work, he can play on
every special team and he’s a leader in that secondary.”
The veteran cornerback talked about the team’s focus going into each week.
“I try to be a leader and tell the guys not to worry about our record,” Gowdy said. “Don’t focus on
the future or the past, worry about being 1-0 this week.”
The Gamecocks defense currently ranks in as the third best team in terms of creating turnovers,
in all of the FBS.
“We try to get up to three turnovers at practice. For every turnover we do not get, we have to run,”
said Gowdy. The defense also doesn’t like to use the word “turnovers.” The JSU defensive players
prefer to use the word “takeaways,” because their mind is set on taking the ball away from the
opposing offense every chance they get.
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The Jacksonville State Gamecocks will take on the Tulsa Golden Hurricane in Tulsa, Oklahoma this
Saturday, September 17. Kickoff is set at 6:00pm CST and the game will be broadcasted live on
ESPN+. Watch, and see how the undefeated JSU team stacks up against a solid Division 1 level
opponent, and if the defense can continue to create takeaways.
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JSU plans to open a dorm by 2024 to combat on-campus housing
issues
Anna Barrett, News Editor
Sep 12, 2022

The university has made 16 beds available for student housing in Daugette Hall, which is primarily an office building, as
record enrollment has continued a housing shortage on campus.
Photo courtesy of JSU

Vice President of Student Affairs, Terry Casey, said that he is working with other departments to
make sure every student has a place to stay.
In an effort to provide more housing for students among one of the largest freshman classes, the
university reallocated beds on campus so there are less requirements for who can live where.
Logan and Patterson Halls, previously all female and all male respectively, are now co-ed.
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Additionally, Sparkman Hall, previously only upperclassmen, is now available to freshmen, Casey
said. There are also 10 rooms available at Long Leaf Lodge and 16 at Daugette Hall.
“That way, we have more flexibility in who we can put in what room,” he said.
Despite their best efforts, the university still has to turn to the Hampton Inn and University Inn to
house students. As of Thursday, there are 40 students that live at the Hampton Inn and about 10
students that live at University Inn, according to Casey.
These students are not housed in the hotels for the whole year, he said. As the normal
withdrawals from the beginning of the semester happen, Casey said those placed at the hotels
are moved into the first available room.
“Right now we are working through our eviction process. So people that don’t pay their payment
or don’t pay for their housing, will lose their assignment, or students that didn’t enroll or that
have already withdrawn,” Caser said.
Students placed at the hotels are paying the lowest university housing rate, $2,000 per semester,
even though they most likely will be moved back on campus before the semester is over,
according to Casey.
In regards to how much it costs the university, Casey said the investment is worth it.
“While it is a little bit of an investment for us, our return on investment is higher because we’re
able to keep those students enrolled,” he said.
In order to combat placing students in hotels, the university will have a new residence hall movein ready by the fall 2024 semester. It will be in the North Village, behind Sparkman Hall and have
about 500 beds. The dorm will be a hybrid between Meehan Hall and Patterson Hall in that there
will be four beds and two bathrooms, but only two bedrooms.
In order to avoid housing issues for next year, Casey is hopeful that the selection process will
happen earlier. His thought is to only allow returning students that are registered for classes and
incoming students that are signed up for orientation choose a room.
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“We’re working on new policies and procedures so that we can assign students more efficiently.
There is also a new software system that helps us with the time it takes to assign a student,” he
said.

Anna Barrett
News Editor
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Jacksonville State's volleyball is off to best start in Division 1
history, moves on to 8-0 with win over South Dakota State
Madeline Ricard, Correspondent
Sep 10, 2022

Courtesy of Madeline Ricard
By the Chanticleer

The Jacksonville State Gamecocks continue to beat opponents left and right to advance to 8-0 on
the historical season. On Friday night JSU swept the South Dakota State Jackrabbits, winning the
second match of the Gamecock Classic Invitational, at Pete Mathews Coliseum.
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The Gamecocks managed to jump out to a significant lead early in the first set, which kept the
Jackrabbits on their toes throughout. Senior Kylee Quigley, along with the help of setter Claire
Ochs and the rest of the team, managed to repeatedly hit kills to rack up the points. Quigley
accounted for eight of the team's 44 kills on the night. The Gamecocks finished off the first set
with vigor, adrenaline, and a strong scoring run to win the set 25-14.
However, despite the momentum gained in the first set, the second set proved to be much harder
for Jacksonville State. The SDSU Jackrabbits were continuously neck and neck with the Gamecocks
throughout the second set. Late in the set, after the score got to 21-21, head volleyball coach Todd
Garvey called a time out to talk with his team.
“If things are going our way or we get a big lead, we have a tendency to relax a little bit.” Garvey
said in the post-match presser. “They know how good we can be when we’re focused, I just
reminded them of that (in the timeout).”
When Jacksonville State and South Dakota State returned to the court, the Gamecocks players
implemented their coach’s words. Their focus and drive returned, and they finished off the
seton a great run. They won the set with a score of 25-23, giving JSU the two-set advantage, and
the chance to complete their sixth sweep of the season.
Regardless of the two set wins, the third set was the most difficult for the JSU Gamecocks. The
Jackrabbits played very offensively in the third, just like Garvey speculated they would after the
close second set loss. Throughout the last set, the score was consistently tied, sparking
speculation that Jacksonville State could not pull off the upset.
Then, Sophomore Brooklyn Schiffli hit an ace off her serve which threw the Jackrabbits off and
made headway for the Gamecocks to hold the lead. From that point forward, JSU hit kill after
kill, bringing the score to 24-20 late into the Friday night.
After an intense back-and-forth battle for the ball in the last few moments of the game, Quigley
hit a masterful kill to balloon the score up to 25-20. That score brought home the win for the
Gamecocks and marked the team’s eighth win in eight matches.
“Every little girl dreams of it,” said Quigley in the post-game presser. “That’s the best feeling ever,
it makes your inner child, feel so good.”
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Next up for the Gamecocks, they play against the Samford Bulldogs this Sunday, Sept. 10 at 6 p.m.
It will be the final match for this JSU team in the Gamecock Classic Invitational, and the
Jacksonville State faithful will be looking to see if the team can continue to add on to history.
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Gamecocks dismantle Murray State, remain undefeated in preconference play
Justin Travis, Sports Editor
Sep 10, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Football
By the Chanticleer

Playing in their first official away game of the 2022 season, the Jacksonville State Gamecocks
leveled the Murray State Racers in Kentucky, 34-3. The late Saturday evening game featured the
Gamecocks continuing their domination on the ground and on the defensive side of the ball. The
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star of the game was undoubtedly Sophomore running back Anwar Lewis, as he finished the game
with 17 carries for 184 yards and three touchdowns. Lewis also pulled in five catches for 24 yards,
meaning the running back eclipsed 200 total yards on the day.
JSU would pick up where they left off from the previous games, and excelled on both sides of the
ball early. Anwar Lewis would carry the offensive unit into the endzone on the first possession of
the game for the JSU team. The touchdown score from Lewis came off of an 11 play 85-yard drive,
which gave the Gamecocks a 7-0 lead.
Highlighting the team’s offensive struggles in the half, outside of their first possession, Senior
quarterback Zion Webb threw an interception late in the second quarter. The turnover allowed
Murray State to get their first points on the board from a 26-yard field goal with 1:54 left in the
half. The Gamecocks mustered up a solid drive to get into field goal range before half ended. With
just a second left on the clock, Sophomore kicker Alen Karajic knocked in the field goal, bringing
the lead up to 10-3 at the break.
Jacksonville State received the ball to start the second half and after a solid drive that again led
them down the field into the redzone, turned the ball over. Webb’s pass was tipped into the back
of the endzone, and a Murray State defensive back made the interception. The turnover
fortunately led to another three and out by the JSU defense, which had been stout the entire
game.
Then next possession for Jacksonville State saw the Gamecocks switch quarterbacks, and bring in
transfer Aaron McLaughlin. His offensive possession saw an electrifying 50-yard touchdown run
from Lewis, which ballooned the lead up to 17-3. After another stop to get the ball back to the
offense, Junior receiver Perry Carter fumbled the ball over to Murray State. That turnover marked
the fourth turnover of the day for the JSU offense. Fortunately for the Gamecocks, their defense
continued to dominate, and they forced yet another punt.
With 3:13 left in the third, the Racers punt was subsequently blocked by JSU and recovered by JSU,
all by freshman Jacob Barrick. The recovery allowed for the Gamecocks to hold onto the ball and
knock in a field goal inside of the redzone. The score stood at 20-3 at the end of the third quarter.
Picking up halfway through the fourth quarter, Lewis took yet another long run to the endzone,
this one from 64 yards out. The very next possession for the offense saw Sophomore running
back Ron Wiggins score an 83-yard touchdown run. With little under two minutes left in the final
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quarter, the lead stood at 34-3. Murray State elected to run the clock out, and gave Jacksonville
State’s football program its third straight victory to start the year.
Jacksonville State will return to the field next Saturday, September 17, as the team travels all the
way to Tulsa, Oklahoma. The 6pm CT matchup between the Gamecocks and the Tulsa Golden
Hurricane, will see JSU looking to continue their winning streak on the season.

Justin Travis
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Volleyball's undefeated streak continues, Gamecocks outlast
Samford Bulldogs
Jo Mayo, Correspondent
Sep 10, 2022

Courtesy of Jo Mayo
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State’s volleyball team took on the Samford University Bulldogs Saturday, September
10th, in the last game of the Gamecock Classic Invitational. For the Friday games, Jacksonville
State beat both Nicholls and South Dakota State in sweeps, 3-0. With many good saves and
several good kills, JSU managed to beat Samford 3-1, and they continued their win streak, now 9-0
on the year.
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The points kept going slowly back and forth in the first set, with the first timeout being called
while Samford was in the lead, 12-8. JSU finally got to serve after a Bulldogs serving error,
resulting in an assist from Senior Erin Carmichael and a kill from fifth-year Senior Lena
Kindermann. Another timeout was called by the head volleyball coach Todd Garvey to help the
Gamecocks gain momentum and come back in the set. It worked to great success, with two kills
from redshirt Sophomore Courtney Glotzbach following the timeout. Unfortunately, Jacksonville
State could not hold out in the first set of the match, and ultimately lost 25-17.
This second set featured an early five-point run for the Gamecocks with Sophie Riemersma
serving for JSU. A timeout could not stop the team’s roll, with a kill by Senior Kylee Quigley and
two blocks from Glotzbach. The Gamecocks were on fire with a good start giving them an 8-2 lead
early on in the second set. After a few points back and forth, Sophomore Brooklyn Schiffli got a
strong ace which helped the team maintain the lead with another small run, now 13-7.
After making a whole rotation mid set, Schiffli served yet again leading to several more kills
including one by fifth-year Senior Katie Montgomery. Samford’s next timeout did hurt this new
streak the Gamecocks were on, the Bulldogs managed to catch up in the score, 22-19. To counter
this change in momentum, Jacksonville State also called a timeout which resulted in the
opponents serving an error. This set ended with the Gamecocks winning 25-21, with an excellent
finishing ace by graduate Claire Ochs.
The third set kicked off on a good note for the Gamecocks. Glotzbach was on fire with several
blocks, and Quigley and Kindermann had the hardest spikes of the night in the set. To maintain
this newly found lead, several hard digs were made by Schiffli, Quigley, and Carmichael.
This was the set to watch. The players and the crowd were excited and cheerful as the teams
volleyed back-and-forth, with JSU always coming out with the point victory. This long run with
serves by Quigley brought the score up to 13-4. After a few more back-and-forth points and
Samford trying to catch up, the Gamecocks easily pulled away to win the third set, 25-18.
“Our defense really stepped up the second and third set especially.” Coach Garvey said in the post
match presser. “(Carmichael and Schiffli) were all over the place on defense and I think that’s a
huge reason why we won.” Brooklyn Schiffli, who accounted for 17 digs on the night, also said,
“Even if we’re losing, I know that one play might affect the whole entire game.”
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The fourth set started off evenly, 7-6, with Montgomery getting a couple of kills early. The
Gamecocks eventually started to pull ahead halfway through the set, finding their rhythm, the
team mounted a 15-10 lead. A pair of kills from Kindermann and Montgomery, as well as a game
point block from Montgomery, finished off the Bulldogs in the fourth set, 25-21.
This win continued the Gamecocks undefeated streak in the 2022 volleyball season, opening up 90 in non-conference play. Jacksonville State wins all three games in their home invitational at
Pete Mathews, which means it is their third tournament win on the year. The team’s next match
will be at the Alabama State Hornets in Montgomery, Alabama on September 13th at 6 p.m CT. The
JSU faithful will be hoping for their team to advance to a perfect 10-0 on the season.
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Jacksonville State’s volleyball team took on the Samford University Bulldogs Saturday, September
10th, in the last game of the Gamecock Classic Invitational. For the Friday games, Jacksonville
State beat both Nicholls and South Dakota State in sweeps, 3-0. With many good saves and
several good kills, JSU managed to beat Samford 3-1, and they continued their win streak, now 9-0
on the year.
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The points kept going slowly back and forth in the first set, with the first timeout being called
while Samford was in the lead, 12-8. JSU finally got to serve after a Bulldogs serving error,
resulting in an assist from Senior Erin Carmichael and a kill from fifth-year Senior Lena
Kindermann. Another timeout was called by the head volleyball coach Todd Garvey to help the
Gamecocks gain momentum and come back in the set. It worked to great success, with two kills
from redshirt Sophomore Courtney Glotzbach following the timeout. Unfortunately, Jacksonville
State could not hold out in the first set of the match, and ultimately lost 25-17.
This second set featured an early five-point run for the Gamecocks with Sophie Riemersma
serving for JSU. A timeout could not stop the team’s roll, with a kill by Senior Kylee Quigley and
two blocks from Glotzbach. The Gamecocks were on fire with a good start giving them an 8-2 lead
early on in the second set. After a few points back and forth, Sophomore Brooklyn Schiffli got a
strong ace which helped the team maintain the lead with another small run, now 13-7.
After making a whole rotation mid set, Schiffli served yet again leading to several more kills
including one by fifth-year Senior Katie Montgomery. Samford’s next timeout did hurt this new
streak the Gamecocks were on, the Bulldogs managed to catch up in the score, 22-19. To counter
this change in momentum, Jacksonville State also called a timeout which resulted in the
opponents serving an error. This set ended with the Gamecocks winning 25-21, with an excellent
finishing ace by graduate Claire Ochs.
The third set kicked off on a good note for the Gamecocks. Glotzbach was on fire with several
blocks, and Quigley and Kindermann had the hardest spikes of the night in the set. To maintain
this newly found lead, several hard digs were made by Schiffli, Quigley, and Carmichael.
This was the set to watch. The players and the crowd were excited and cheerful as the teams
volleyed back-and-forth, with JSU always coming out with the point victory. This long run with
serves by Quigley brought the score up to 13-4. After a few more back-and-forth points and
Samford trying to catch up, the Gamecocks easily pulled away to win the third set, 25-18.
“Our defense really stepped up the second and third set especially.” Coach Garvey said in the post
match presser. “(Carmichael and Schiffli) were all over the place on defense and I think that’s a
huge reason why we won.” Brooklyn Schiffli, who accounted for 17 digs on the night, also said,
“Even if we’re losing, I know that one play might affect the whole entire game.”
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The fourth set started off evenly, 7-6, with Montgomery getting a couple of kills early. The
Gamecocks eventually started to pull ahead halfway through the set, finding their rhythm, the
team mounted a 15-10 lead. A pair of kills from Kindermann and Montgomery, as well as a game
point block from Montgomery, finished off the Bulldogs in the fourth set, 25-21.
This win continued the Gamecocks undefeated streak in the 2022 volleyball season, opening up 90 in non-conference play. Jacksonville State wins all three games in their home invitational at
Pete Mathews, which means it is their third tournament win on the year. The team’s next match
will be at the Alabama State Hornets in Montgomery, Alabama on September 13th at 6 p.m CT. The
JSU faithful will be hoping for their team to advance to a perfect 10-0 on the season.
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JSU A Cappella Choir in a New York state of mind
By Elaine Acree, Correspondent
Sep 9, 2022

Matt Reynolds

The JSU A Cappella Choir, under the direction of Dr. Eliezer Yanson Jr., has been invited to perform
at Carnegie Hall in Spring 2023.
Yanson, who has been teaching at JSU for the past four years as the director of choral activities,
reached out to Manhattan Concert Productions to debut the a cappella choir at Carnegie Hall on
March 27, 2023.
“I sensed it’s about time to showcase the a cappella choir and the talents we have here at JSU,”
Yanson said.
Yanson is excited for the students to have this opportunity.
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“It’s just a magical experience,” he said.
Third year a cappella choir member Leah Turner is one of 47 students that will be attending this
trip next semester.
“This is an awesome opportunity for JSU to showcase the talent that is within the university at a
prestigious level,” Turner said. “I hope to learn a new level of musicianship by performing at the
most prestigious performance hall.”
The a cappella choir will have 28 minutes of solo time at Carnegie Hall for their debut
performance. They will be singing “Haec dies” by William Byrd, “Umawit Kayo sa Panginoon” by
Joy Nilo, “Abide” by Dan Forrest, “Jagdlied” by Felix Mendelssohn, “Jabberwocky” by Sam Pottle,
and “O! What a Beautiful City” a traditional Spiritual arranged by Shawn Kirchner.
“Every musician’s dream is to perform at Carnegie Hall,” Yanson said.
To help fulfill the dreams of these musicians, visit campusnet.net to donate to the Friends of
Music- Choirs fund.
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Jacksonville State volleyball achieves their fifth sweep in just
seven games, wins first match in Gamecock Classic Invitational
Eveline Murray-Baker, Correspondent
Sep 9, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Volleyball
By the Chanticleer

The Gamecocks, playing in the team’s home opener for the 2022 season, took down a competitive
Nicholls State team Friday morning. The game marked the start of a long stretch of home games
for JSU at Pete Mathews Coliseum.
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After going undefeated in their first six matches on the road, Jacksonville State was able to keep
the winning streak alive against the Nicholls Colonels, despite facing significant deficits in the
first and third sets.
The first set of the game started with the Gamecocks falling behind early, two to four. The
Jacksonville State team made a quick comeback to keep the game neck and neck, before the
Colonels were able to stretch the lead out yet again. Down thirteen to nine halfway through the
set, JSU was able to come all the way back off of a 16-8 run.
The Gamecocks turned the tables in the set, fifth year senior Lena Kindermann had six kills in an
amazing stretch that led the way for the 25-21 first set win.
JSU went into the second set riding high off of the end of the last set and walloped Nicholls State
early. The Gamecocks pulled ahead of the Colonels, nine to three, which forced an early timeout
from a Nicholls team that was trying to stop a flaming hot Jacksonville State team.
Despite the timeout, JSU continued to dominate Nicholls, who was clearly still rattled from losing
the way they did in the first set. The Gamecocks went on to win the second set, 25-10, which
started the hopes for JSU fans to see yet another sweep on the fantastic season.
The third set was the most competitive of the three, it was neck and neck until Nicholls pulled
ahead early, to take a three point lead. Jacksonville State called a quick timeout after not being
able to chisel into the Nicholls lead, down twelve to nine. The game continued to look bleak for
JSU fans who wanted to see the team pull off the sweep, as they were losing in the set late, 23-20.
After another excellent timeout from Gamecocks head coach Todd Garvey, JSU went on yet
another great run to tie the game up 23-23. Senior Erin Carmichael led the run for the Gamecocks,
she hit a pair of aces off of great serves which gave the team the lead late. The final point of the
set came off of a block from Senior Kylee Quigley, who gave the team the 25-23 advantage, and
the three set victory in the first match of the Gamecock Classic Invitational.
Kindermann led all players in the match with an outstanding 17 kill game, with a .394 hit
percentage throughout the three sets. JSU returns to play, looking to add another win onto their
undefeated season, tonight at 7 p.m. CT. The Gamecocks will face off against the South Dakota
State Jackrabbits in the second match of the home tournament.
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JSU's soccer team wins first match of the year, thumps Alabama
State in a physical game
Justin Travis, Sports Editor
Sep 9, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Soccer
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State’s soccer team, which has been on the road for the last four matches, have
struggled to get their first win on the 2022 season. After the Gamecocks started the year off with a
good preseason exhibition win over Chattanooga, the team has lost their last six games on the
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year. That all changed on Friday night as the JSU soccer team overcame a first half dust up to
thrash the Alabama State Hornets, 4-1.
The match kicked off just after 7pm, and not even ten minutes later the JSU offense surged down
the field to score the first points of the night. Senior forward Cynthia Bagozzi knocked in the right
footed shot on the goal, following a great assist from Junior defender Kylie Wells. The goal, which
was just the second goal of the season for the Gamecocks, put the Jacksonville State team up, 1-0,
early in the first half.
Just after the halfway point in the first half, it became clear that this match was going to be very
physical. At the twenty-four minute mark in the half, a total of 13 fouls had been whistled on both
teams. The tensions were clearly rising between both squads, but so was the momentum for JSU.
Cynthia Bagozzi knocked in yet another shot on goal. The score, which gave the Gamecocks a 2-0
lead, barely snuck in past the Alabama State goalie to the bottom left of the net.
Both offenses seemed to be buzzing up and down the field, as the Hornets would respond fairly
quickly with their own goal at the 28:59 mark in the first half. The ASU score was then quickly
overshadowed by Bagozzi, as she was able to successfully complete the three score hat trick just
thirteen seconds later.
As the first half began to come to a close, Jacksonville State scored their fourth goal off of a Kylie
Wells right footer to bring the score to 4-1. It quickly became apparent that the offensive
struggles the Gamecocks had faced in the first six games, were gone for this match. However, the
offensive success is not what the JSU faithful would remember from the game.
Right before the dominant half for the Gamecocks came to a close, Alabama State’s Kristen
Thomas and JSU’s Senior forward Kimberly McPhearson would get into a scuffle. Luckily it was
broken up before it could get worse, but both players were red-carded and subsequently ejected
from the match. This forced both teams to play with just ten players on the pitch, instead of the
usual eleven, for the remainder of the match.
After the first half of play, the Gamecocks relied on their defense to carry them through the rest
of the bizarre half. The tensions fell back down after the scuffle, though two players did receive
yellow cards after a hard steal attempt. Both teams lost whatever offensive momentum they had
before the scuffle, and the match came to a close with just three tries on goal from ASU.
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The star of the game, Bagozzi, finished with the hat trick and a total of five shots on goal. Wells
ended up playing 84 out of the possible 90 minutes, due to the red-cards, and attempted six
shots with one score going in. The Gamecocks return to the field back at home this Sunday, at
1pm CT, against the Troy Trojans. The team will be looking to get yet another win, in the hopes of
turning the season around.

Justin Travis
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"From Dust, To Dust," art gallery opens at Hammond Hall
Madeline Ricard, Correspondent
Sep 8, 2022

Artist Stephen Watson’s show “From Dust, To Dust” is open till Sept. 22 in Hammond Hall Art
Gallery. The art show consists of designs that intrigues the eyes and scents that fill your nose and
lungs.
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The particular artworks featured are composed of numerous spices and herbs. Some of these
include chili, cumin, curry, paprika, sage and turmeric. These spices and herbs, which give off a
powerful scent as soon as you enter the room, are arranged in elaborate designs on pedestals
and the floor.
“The spices rest loosely on the earth, unfixed and unprotected,” Watson said.
They are meant to be temporary, enjoyed only by those who visit the exhibit, and to exemplify
that Watson was “here and there.”
Diego de Assis, a JSU student who visited the art show, said he was shocked at the fragility of the
pieces and that any little thing could destroy the artwork. An accidental swipe of a finger, a
misplaced breath, or one wrong step could destroy the art that Watson so carefully set up.
“You don’t go into an art museum and expect to see spices. Especially not placed in beautiful
patterns,” de Assis said.
Watson, who has had multiple exhibitions set up recently at various colleges, has both a BA and
an MFA in Studio Art. He teaches at Samford University and resides in Hoover, AL with his wife and
three children.
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Jacksonville Police Department investigates shooting at
Gamecock Village
Anna Barrett, News Editor
Sep 7, 2022

Suspect arrested by Jacksonville Police Department in connection with a shooting at off-campus
student housing, Gamecock Village, on Tuesday night.
According to a statement from Chief Wood, there was a disturbance that broke into a fight and a
shot was allegedly fired, though nobody was injured.
Kaelyn Mosher, sophomore resident at GCV was outside when the incident occurred and agreed to
give a personal account to The Chanticleer.
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“My dog and I were coming back from a friend’s apartment at the Pointe. When I got to the front
of our building, I heard four gunshots and ran up to my unit,” she said.
Mosher said it was very scary and confusing, she called JPD as soon as she got into her unit.
“It was quickly determined that it was an isolated incident,” Wood said via phone interview.
There were no weapons located on the property; however, JPD did find a bullet casing and believe
the weapon was a handgun. They are not releasing the kind of casing until further investigation,
according to the chief.
“We did indeed arrest one individual on the scene for attempting to elude and obstructing a
government operation,” he said.
There were several people involved, but Wood said it is hard to corral people that do not want to
be corralled, this is normal for an incident of this kind. He said JPD’s primary concern is the safety
of the community. At one point, three of his officers had to separate.
“At least three black males run and so now we have three officers in three different foot pursuits,
which is also dangerous,” he said.
Gamecock Village management released a statement on Wednesday morning.
"Please know that your safety and comfort are a top priority to us. We’ve arranged for Signal 88
Security to conduct thorough walks throughout our community throughout the night also heavier
patrol from JPD," they said.
In response to what may be important for students to know, the chief said to say something if you
see something.
“I think it’s important that students know what could happen when you invite non-students to
areas such as Gamecock Village. We believe some of these individuals were not students at
Jacksonville State,” he said.
Wood said to call the authorities if anything suspicious happens, on or off campus.
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Anna Barrett
News Editor
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Jacksonville State sets 2022 home matchup with Elon
By Thomas Ashworth, Editor in Chief
Sep 7, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics

The Jacksonville State men’s basketball team has another matchup on their 2022 schedule, with
the Elon Phoenix set to travel to Pete Mathews Coliseum on November 22, a source within JSU
athletics confirmed.
A time for the matchup has yet to be announced.
This will be the second game of the home-and-home series between Jacksonville State and Elon.
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Jacksonville State defeated Elon last season in a 93-81 win at the Schar Center in Elon, North
Carolina when Jalen Gibbs set the program Division-I record for most points in a single game with
40.
This will be the second all-time matchup between Jacksonville State and Elon, with the
Gamecocks leading the series 1-0.
Elon finished last season with a 10-22 overall record and a 7-11 record in conference play as a
member of the Division-I Colonial Athletic Association. The Phoenix fell in the first round of the
CAA Tournament with a loss to University of North Carolina Wilmington.

Thomas Ashworth is The Chanticleer's editor in chief. Follow him on Twitter at @thomasashworth0.

Thomas Ashworth
Editor in Chief
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GUEST COLUMN: Is the best yet to come for the Gamecocks?
Jordan Smith, Special to The Chanticleer
Sep 6, 2022

Courtesy of Jacksonville State University

In times like this, I’m reminded that Lou Holtz was right.
The legendary football coach once said, “You're never as good as everyone tells you when you
win, and you're never as bad as they say when you lose.”
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At the risk of upsetting him, I’m ready to make a prediction: Jax State football is a sleeping giant
that’s only starting to open its eyes.
To be fair, I described the program as a sleeping giant at the end of last year’s disappointing 5-6
season, it’s first losing record in 18 years. But after just two games, I’m as convinced as ever that
this program is ready to return to glory.
I hope I don’t sound as ridiculous as Longhorn fans who’ve been proclaiming “Texas is back” for
over a decade. I’m just optimistic, and what I’ve seen has, so far, passed the eye test. Not only are
we 2-0 for the first time since 2013, but we’re in the midst of a badly needed culture change that
has been every bit as palpable as it has been refreshing.
This year’s squad takes the field under a new identity. Phrases like #StayCocky and #FearTheBeak
are taking a backseat to what head coach Rich Rodriguez calls “hard edge.” And the school
appears to be fully embracing “Jax State,” plastering it on our new uniforms. When considering
how many headlines Deion Snaders is making with the lesser JSU and how the lesser Gamecock in
South Carolina is more recognizable than ours, this was a wise move. After all, Jax State is in our
fight song.
But it doesn’t end at branding. The men are playing harder this fall. Gone are the days of
indifference to penalties. We’re not trying to land a killshot on an out-of-bounds foe. And our
Gamecocks finally seem more interested in celebrating big plays with each other than taunting an
opponent.
Our defenders are eager to snatch the ball away from opposing offenses. And our offense is
playing like winning by a few points isn’t good enough anymore. For the sake of my blood
pressure, I pray the days of the “Cardiac Cocks” don’t return for a long, long time.
I’ll admit, I fell into trap following the Stephen F. Austin game. After seeing our men blowout the
No. 10 team in the country 42-17, I looked at the schedule and began counting future wins. I surely
resembled fans of that other school in Tuscaloosa. Then the Davidson game came and I, like
many others, expected to win by a bigger margin than 35-17. But realistically, Davidson’s tripleoption, ball-control game plan shortened the game before we could run the score up. And this
margin of victory wouldn’t feel so deflating if we didn’t have a date with Kennesaw State, another
triple-option offense.
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Even so, my faith in this program is unwavering. An undefeated season is well within our reach.
Those pesky Owls from suburban Atlanta are winless on the young season and hardly look
untouchable. What a message to send to the ASUN Conference on our way out the door?
And running the table will send a bigger message to Conference USA and the rest of the Group of
Five. Should we top Tulsa, it will mean we beat our third straight FBS squad. We may only still be a
sleeping giant today, but once our eyes open, CUSA is ours for the taking.
Jordan Smith
Son of Jax State Football (2009-2011)
Chanticleer alum (2011 - 2013)
JSU grad (Spring 2014)
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Gamecocks prepare for Murray State game, senior Zack
Cangelosi "doubtful" to return
Pacey Strickland, Correspondent
Sep 6, 2022

Courtesy of Justin Travis
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State football’s head coach, Rich Rodriguez, spoke to the media this Tuesday
regarding his team’s win over Davidson. This past Saturday, in the team’s home opener, the
Gamecocks used a red-hot second quarter to top the Wildcats by a score of 35-17.
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“I thought this past weekend was a great atmosphere at home,” Rodriguez said. “I think the
players were excited to play at home, I don’t think we played our best game on offense or
defense. Defensively, we let them control the clock a bit, it is a different type of offense and we
were a little hesitant.”
Rodriguez did say that he was glad to get to learn from a win instead of learning from a loss.
Rodriguez also said Murray State would be a more athletic team, and that his team had a lot to
work on to prepare for the game.
“Coach Dean Hood is a very close friend of mine,” said Rodriguez when asked about playing
against Hood. “As I told the team, they were shocked to learn that we coached together thirty
years ago. He was a close friend, he was my defensive coordinator at Glenville State, he was a
great football coach and a great person. We always kept in touch and have been very close.”
Rodriguez mentioned he doesn’t really like playing against friends, and even said that the two
probably would not talk at all this week.
Rodriguez also spoke about a new technology the team is using. The team is using a GPS style
tracking vest that tracks speed and excessive effort that the players exert in practices and games.
This technology helps gather information for coaches to know who is playing up to par with the
“hard edge,” the team preaches.
Coach Rodriguez spoke on injured senior center Zack Cangelosi, who went down in the first game
of the season.
“We’re doubtful that he’ll play Saturday, but we’re hopeful that he’ll play next weekend,”
Rodriguez said.
He said that Trey Brown has done well as a replacement, but the team does miss the captain’s
leadership in the locker room.
Junior defensive lineman Jackson Lutrell and redshirt senior running back Matt Laroche also
spoke to the media at the press conference.
“(The team) went through the motions in the second half, and they can always get better ,”
LaRoche said.
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“We weren't quite as locked in last week as we should have been because of emotions from
Stephen F Austin,” Lutrell said.
He felt that Jacksonville State should’ve been able to put Davidson away sooner, but they let
them hang around, and almost made the game close.
The Gamecocks travel to Kentucky to play the Murray State Racers this Saturday at 6:00 p.m. CST.
The game will be broadcasted to national televisions on ESPN 3, as well as ESPN+.
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Jacksonville State's Cross Country takes top five in first meet,
with two individual Gamecocks finishing top 10
Jo Mayo, Correspondent
Sep 3, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Cross Country
By the Chanticleer

Jacksonville State University’s men and women’s cross country teams held the Foothill
Invitational at their own Choccolocco Park on Friday, September 2nd. This was the group's first
meet of the 2022 fall season. With several schools competing in the invitational, such as Emory
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and Auburn, the Gamecocks put on a strong performance and proved their training over the
summer has paid off.
The men ran in the 5k (3.1 miles), and they scored fourth out of 18 teams beating rival schools,
West Georgia and Troy. With 175 men participating in this race, Jacksonville State’s freshman
runner, Jack Lowe, came in seventh overall with a time of 15:45.16, just thirteen seconds shy of first
place. Next in line for the Gamecocks was freshmen Caden Meyer who came in 22nd place with
16:09.22. Other JSU athletes who finished in the top 100 were Odriozola, Harris, Rice, Green, Boyd,
McMahon, and Marker.
Lowe ran his first lap in an impressive 3:03.3, which is in pace with first place. His third lap was his
fastest at a 3:02.84 pace. Snyder also kept up with the first place pace at 3:04.7, with his fastest lap
being his first. With help from their teammates, the men scored 142 points. Ultimately, Emory won
this section with 34 total points.
The women ran a 4k (2.49 miles), and they scored fifth out of 21 teams, also beating Troy and West
Georgia. Freshman Elsa Chan came in tenth as the lowest scoring Gamecock in this event with a
time of 14:51.80. Finishing close to her, in 14th place, was sophomore Bethelhem Jimeno, with a
time of 15:18.64. Other Gamecocks who finished in the top 100 out of 190 runners were freshmen
Lindsay Fletcher in 36th, Wetmore, Strickland, Schultz, and Wainer.
Chan’s first lap was her quickest with a split of 3:25.0, which is tied with the first place runner
from Emory. Jimeno’s fastest lap was also her first with 3:33.3. Her next fastest split was her third
at 3:50.49. Fletcher had a fast start with her split being 3:38.6, but her later splits cost her a few
places in the meet. The women scored 171 total points which led them to garnering fifth place.
Jacksonville State University’s cross country team took fourth and fifth at their first invitational of
the season. For the next meet, they will travel to Huntsville on Friday, September 16th, at the
North Alabama Showcase. Here, the Gamecocks will look to continue to show their improvement
from last season.
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Gamecocks beat another Power 5 opponent, advance to 6-0 on
season
Katie Slayton, Correspondent
Sep 3, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Volleyball
By the Chanticleer

On September 2nd and 3rd, the Jacksonville State Volleyball team was tasked with another long
road trip that would see them take on three tough opponents in Clemson, South Carolina. The JSU
Gamecocks matched up against the Citadel Bulldogs and an undefeated Clemson Tigers team on
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Friday. Jacksonville State finished up the action in the Clemson Invitational against Gardner-Webb
Saturday morning. The Gamecocks won all three games, and are now 6-0 for the first time since
moving to Division I in 1995.
In Friday's early morning game against the Citadel, graduate transfer Claire Ochs tallied 16 assists
in the opening set. Fifth year senior Lena Kindermann led the Gamecocks with 21 kills and 3
blocks in the match. Senior Erin Carmichael played outstanding defense throughout the sets and
led the team in total digs.
JSU won the first two sets of the game, building off of their momentum from the previous
weekend. The Gamecocks could not close out the third set of the match, which would have been
their fourth consecutive sweep to start the season. The Citadel, who had lost their previous three
games, would make the match extremely competitive by winning the fourth set which forced a
fifth one. Jacksonville State was able to overcome the adversity and won the game, 3-2, by taking
the final set 16-14.
Friday afternoon, the Gamecocks played against their second power five school of the new season
in the ACC’s Clemson Tigers. This would be the first time these two teams have faced each other in
program history. Fifth year senior Katie Montgomery led Jacksonville State to a 3-2 victory over
Clemson in their own gym. Montgomery had five kills, one service ace, and two block assists in
the match.
The Gamecocks dominated the first set, winning 25-11. Clemson responded by winning in the
second set, 25-21. The Tigers tried to come back from an early deficit in the third set, but a 7-0
scoring run from the Gamecocks helped them come out on top. The fourth set went back and
forth, but the Tigers triumphed down the stretch to win 25-20. In the closeout fifth set the
Gamecocks secured a 9-1 scoring run which ultimately led them to victory.
Saturday morning, JSU faced the Runnin’ Bulldogs of Gardner-Webb. During the matchup the
Gamecocks dominated all three sets in spectacular fashion. This game for the Gamecocks would
be the team’s fourth sweep in just six games.
The first set 25-18, the second set 25-14, and the third also finished 25-14. Returning senior Zoe
Gonzales led JSU with 6 total kills in the opening set. Carmichael led the team with 11 digs in the
game. JSU heads back to Alabama with an undefeated record, 6-0.
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The Gamecocks return home next weekend to take on three more opponents in the Gamecock
Classic Invitational at Pete Mathews Coliseum. Friday, September 9th, JSU will face both the
Nicholls Colonels and South Dakota State Jackrabbits. Then on Saturday, September 10th, the
Gamecocks will face in-state rival, Samford Bulldogs.
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Jacksonville State outperforms the Wildcats on the Gamecocks
band day
Reed Williams, Correspondent
Sep 3, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Football
By the Chanticleer

After last weekend’s impressive 42-17 showing against Stephen F. Austin was cut short due to
inclement weather, Jacksonville State looked to build on that momentum going into their first
home game of the season against the Davidson Wildcats. The Gamecocks, who had won 16
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straight home openers previous to this game, tamed the Wildcats with a final score of 35-17. The
JSU faithful came out strong for the university’s band day, and the Gamecocks eyed the continued
domination of their opponents on the team’s farewell tour of the FCS.
After the pre-game ceremonies concluded, the Gamecocks won the coin toss and chose to receive
the ball to start the second half. The Jacksonville State defense came out swinging, forcing a
fumble on the first snap from regulation which was recovered by redshirt senior, Stevonte Tullis.
Though they were set up for success early, the Gamecocks could not seem to capitalize on the
opportunity, missing a 39-yard field goal on their opening drive.
This did not deter the Jacksonville defense though, as they then forced a Davidson punt on the
next drive, a punt in which the Gamecocks notched yet another fumble recovery. This time the
ball was recovered by sophomore Jaylen Swain, giving the offense great field position on their
own 30 yard-line. It didn’t take long for the JSU offense to put their mishaps behind them, as
senior quarterback Zion Webb quickly found Texas Tech transfer, Sterling Galban for a 31-yard
touchdown pass to get the first points on the board.
The Wildcats would answer with a 25-yard touchdown pass after an eight and a half minute drive.
It was still only a matter of time before the Gamecock offense hit their stride. After a 7-7 first
quarter, Webb continued to dazzle, opening with a 3-yard touchdown run on the first play in the
second quarter. Webb would go on to be responsible for two additional touchdowns before
halftime; one on the ground while the other coming through the air.
The defense would see another fumble just a few minutes later, this one came at the hands of
freshman defensive tackle, Chuck Taylor, which was yet again recovered by Stevonte Tullis. The
Gamecock’s quick tempo and alert defensive play would lead them into the half at a very
favorable score of 28-10.
Davidson would show some signs of life in the second half with an interception from linebacker
Cam'ron Willis, and a 23-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Luke Durkin as well. The Wildcats
could only respond so much though, the early quarter action died down significantly as the rest
of the third proved to be rather lackluster from both sides. Holding steady at a score of 28-17
going into quarter number four.
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The fourth followed suit with the end of the third, as there was not as much action as in the prior
half, despite Davidson only being a score away from being back in the game. The Gamecocks put
the final nail in the coffin with yet another touchdown run from Zion Webb, this one provided
some late insurance that JSU would start the season 2-0.
Jacksonville State looked impressive in their first two outings this season to say the least. Zion
Webb, who started the second consecutive game for the team, continued to shine and further
dismayed any lingering questions about his starting job. Webb finished the game going, 9/20 for
158 yards and two passing touchdowns. Most notably, he put up 55 rushing yards in 7 carries with
three more touchdowns on the ground, his second consecutive three rushing touchdown game.
He was backed by a JSU offense that totaled 316 total yards, with 158 coming on the ground. The
Gamecocks defense tallied up 3 turnovers and was led by a standout performance from safety
Stevonte Tullis. The senior captain, Tullis, recorded 14 tackles in the win to go along with his 2
fumble recoveries.
The Gamecocks look to keep their momentum up, as they head to Kentucky next week to take on
the Murray State Racers. When asked about next week’s game, Stevonte Tullis said, “I feel really
confident, I’m sure we’ll prepare how we need to this week.” JSU fans will hope to see Tullis, and
this Gamecocks defense, try to remain dominant. As he. and the team will play their third game of
the season, carrying an undefeated record with them.
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Students prepare for JSU Diversity Fashion Show
By: Elaine Acree, Correspondent
Sep 2, 2022

JSU Office of Diversity and Inclusion

Students at JSU stepped in front of the camera on Tuesday in preparation for the first ever
Diversity Fashion Show this fall.
Safe Zone Project Coordinator Jacob Phillips put together a photoshoot to begin promoting a
fashion show that will be held on Oct. 27.
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“We wanted to provide students with the opportunity to participate in a photoshoot, which can
be an empowering event,” Phillips said.
10 students showed up to the photoshoot and expressed their styles as well as personalities for
the camera. JSU staff members Erica Hardy, from Family and Consumer Sciences, and Austin
Tillison, our university photographer, also attended the photoshoot to take photos as well as
build up the models’ confidence.
“We believe putting together a fashion show aimed at celebrating each other and the way we
express ourselves would not only be empowering for students but would also be a way to build a
sense of community and inclusion here on campus,” Phillips said.
The Diversity Fashion Show will be taking place in Leone Cole Auditorium on Oct. 27 from 6 to 9
p.m.
If you would like to walk the runway or volunteer, please visit the JSU diversity page or contact
Jacob Phillips at jlphillips@jsu.edu for more information.
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Gamecocks volleyball launch “Sweep with the Gamecocks”
donation program
Justin Travis, Sports Editor
Sep 1, 2022

Courtesy of JSU Athletics and JSU Volleyball
By the Chanticleer

Following their program's impressive wins over the past weekend, Jacksonville State’s volleyball
team announced the new way their fans can donate to the program. Yesterday, the social media
platforms for the JSU Volleyball team put out the information on the new, “Sweep with the
Gamecocks,” donation system.
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The adequately titled system is set up in a way that mimics a sweep in a regulation volleyball
matchup. The first team that puts up 25 points in a set wins so, the team that takes the first three
sets in a row, sweeps the other opponent. In this new system fans of the team can give three
donations of at least $25 that go to funding the program in helping their student athletes.
“I really like the new way we are doing the donations, and a lot of credit goes to those who do a
great job behind the scenes,” head volleyball coach Todd Garvey said. “When we released it
yesterday, we got a lot of positive feedback to the news, and already have a lot of donations
coming in. To me, it just speaks to how much our fans care about this school and our group of
players.”
Coming off of the team’s excellent start to the season, which saw wins in clean sweeps of all three
matchups, the Gamecocks capitalize on the moment with this donation announcement.
“Those were all big wins, especially the late Saturday game against Indiana, so it is good to have
that momentum to start the year with before conference play opens,” Garvey said.
The big time win over Indiana was the first win in the program's history over a Big Ten opponent.
“We can’t hide anymore,” Garvey said. ”We have to know that team’s are going to be expecting us
every time we step out there. We know we are going to be getting the teams we play best shot
every time now.”
The volleyball team will return to play over the coming Labor Day weekend. The Gamecocks once
again travel on the road, this time to Clemson, South Carolina to face three more opponents. On
Saturday, September 2nd, they will play The Citadel and ACC opponent, Clemson. Then on Sunday,
Jacksonville State will close the road trip against Gardner-Webb.
“We are excited, we don’t feel any kind of pressure to keep a streak going or anything like that, we
are just excited to play. Coach Garvey said, “We know we are playing good opponents, so it is
more fun to just go play and show what we can do rather than deal with any outside weight.
Those players leave it all out there for themselves and the fans.” And, those same fans seem like
they are proud to cheer on the Gamecocks, in whatever way possible.

Justin Travis
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